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Abstract

This paper presents an evolution in an optimization method, called FlexIn, developed for the optimal design of piezo-

electric compliant smart structures. FlexIn is based on a flexible building block method that uses a genetic algorithm

approach, to optimize a truss-like planar structure made of piezoelectric passive, active and, with the work reported in

this paper, sensitive building blocks. The model of these blocks is established by means of a finite-element electrome-

chanical formulation. The main contribution of this paper is to present a new observation-oriented criterion, along with

a static electromechanical one, considered in the optimization procedure for the optimal placement of piezoactuating and

piezosensing parts in the compliant micro-structure. In order to underline the interests of such a criterion, performances

of three pseudo-optimal piezoelectric smart structures are drawn. Their analysis and comparison illustrate the role of

the optimization method and the observation-oriented criterion, in the design of smart structures and in simplifying their

control afterwards.

1 Introduction

In many robotic applications, the use of compliant smart

mechanisms is being widely propagated. In particular,

when considering small-scale systems, e.g. for micro-

robotic operations like micro or nano-positioning, micro-

gripping, etc., there are many advantages of compliant

smart mechanisms, such as simplified manufacturing, re-

duced assembly costs, reduced kinematic noise, high pre-

cision , and miniaturization by actuation and sensing func-

tions integration. One type of smart material typically used

in compliant structures design is the piezoceramic PZT. An

interesting advantage of such material is the reversibility

of its electromechanical coupling effect, which explains

its potential use in microrobotic applications as actuator

and/or sensor [1], [2].

Few studies consider the topology optimization (shape)

of monolithic PZT active structures [3] with exteroceptive

sensors [4]. Furthermore, a number of papers only address

the problem of optimally designing PZT active structures

with optimally integrated sensors [5], [6], [7]. In each one

of these studies aiming for vibration control, the optimal

placements of piezoelectric actuator and sensor on a flexi-

ble plate, based on controllability and observability criteria

respectively, are achieved separately. The resulting modes’

observability and controllability could disagree, thus elim-

inating the possibility of integrating both smart functions

in the structure.

Therefore, we developed two criteria that can help the de-

signer to optimally place the piezoelectric parts simulta-

neously in the compliant structure. The first one consid-

ers purely static electromechanical aspect, i.e. the maxi-

mization of the amount of electric charges induced by the

piezoelectric sensor’s deformation, while the second one is

based on modal observability aspects. This last criterion is

a useful tool to optimize dynamic operating flexible actu-

ators with integrated piezoelectric sensors, and to ensure

their efficient control afterwards. It is based on the struc-

ture’s balanced-gramian and observability gramian. From

these two indicative characteristics, the criterion aims to

optimize the observability of the ’k’ first modes specified

by the designer, under a condition that the control authority

of those same modes is highly dominant comparing to the

residual ones. Both criteria are integrated in a more global

systematic design approach, based on topology optimiza-

tion of the structure, as well as that of its frequency re-

sponses, to design compliant integrated smart micromech-

anisms. This method is based on the flexible building block

method, called FlexIn ("Flexible Innovation") [8] and [4],

which uses an evolutionary approach, to optimize a truss-

like planar structure including passive, active and now sen-

sitive building blocks made of piezoelectric material.

This paper is organized as follows: we will first briefly re-

view the underlying idea of the FlexIn methodology for the

design of smart compliant mechanisms. The electrome-

chanical approach, based on a finite element (FE) formu-



lation, is established for the model of the piezoactuating

and piezosensing building blocks. From this computa-

tion, the piezosensing model leads to the first static cri-

terion described earlier. In a second part, the state model

approach used in FlexIn is presented, where the mecha-

nism is discretized on its modal components. This particu-

lar representation simplifies the computation of a gramian-

based criterion, taking into account simultaneously, con-

trollability aspects for actuators and observability aspects

for sensors in flexible structures. Hence, the two criteria

ensure static and dynamic performances, required to op-

timally synthesize a compliant monolithic microactuator

with integrated piezoelectric sensor. Optimization results

are presented in the last part. Performance comparisons

between three of the obtained pseudo-optimal structures

exhibit the interests of the proposed optimization method

and obervability-oriented criterion, for the design of smart

structures.

2 FlexIn: A Compliant Smart

Mechanisms Stochastic Design

Methodology

2.1 Principles of the method

FlexIn is an optimization software for the design of pla-

nar compliant micromechanisms. It uses a multiobjec-

tive genetic algorithm approach, which consists of search-

ing for an optimal distribution of allowed building blocks,

chosen in three specific libraries, composed of 36 pas-

sive blocks, 19 piezoactuating blocks, and 19 piezosens-

ing blocks, made of beams assembly (Fig. 1). In addition

to topological specifications, the optimization problem ap-

points an optimal set of boundary conditions (fixed frame

location, contacts, actuators, sensors, end-effectors, etc.),

dimensions and materials, based on the optimization crite-

ria selected by the designer. More detailed descriptions of

the method can be found in [8] and [4].

2.2 Electromechanical FE model of the

piezoelectric structures

In the optimization procedure, the computation of differ-

ent criteria requires the FE model of each block of the

libraries. To obtain the FE formulation of the piezoelec-

tric blocks, a model of a piezoelectric beam is needed first,

exploiting both direct and inverse piezoelectricity effects

separately for sensing and actuation purposes respectively

(Fig. 2). To do so, the compliant mechanism is assumed to

undergo structural planar deformation, leading to consid-

ering Navier-Bernoulli beams type FEs.

Figure 1: Passive (blue), piezoactuating (red) and

piezosensing (green) libraries of compliant building

blocks, for planar compliant mechanisms synthesis using

FlexIn.

Figure 2: Thickness-polarized piezoelectric beam trans-

ducer with electroded surfaces, and orientation in the ma-

terial reference frame (e1, e2, e3). (ϕ1, ϕ2) and (q1, q2)

denote respectively the electric potential for actuation case,

and the electric charges for sensing case, of the two elec-

trodes.

2.2.1 FE formulation of the piezoelectric beam

From modified Hamilton’s principle for a general elec-

tromechanical system [9], piezoelectric beam model is es-

tablished through two equations representing respectively

the actuator and sensor functioning modes, as follow:

Mbη̈b + Kbηb = GbΦb + Frb

qb = Gt
bηb + CbΦb

(1)

where ηb = (uA, vA, ωA, uB , vB , ωB)t
Rp

is the nodal dis-

placement vector in the beam coordinate system Rp =
(A,xp,yp, zp) (see Fig.3). Mb, Kb, Gb and Cb

are respectively, the mass, stiffness, electromechanical

coupling and electric capacity beam matrices. Φb =



[ϕ1ϕ2]t and qb = [q1q2]
t are the vectors represent-

ing the electric potentials and the electric charges re-

spectively on the upper and lower faces of the piezo-

electric beam (see Fig.2). The forces vector Frb =
(

Rx
A, R

y
A, Hz

A, Rx
B, R

y
B, Hz

B

)t

Rp
is due to

the external mechanical work (see Fig.3).

Figure 3: Curvilinear coordinates of the piezoelectric

beam A − B, and its orientation in the global coordinate

system R
′

= (0,x,y, z). R and H represent the in-plane

nodal force and moment at the beam extremities.

Corresponding matrices are expressed as follows:

Mb = ρA
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Gb = Y hd31

(

1 0 0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 1 0 0

)t

Rp

(4)

Cb =
hLε̃33

ep

(

1 −1
−1 1

)

Rp

(5)

where I =
eph3

12
is the inertia moment of the beam cross

section A = eph, ρ the density of the beam, Y = its

Young’s modulus, and ε̃33 its modified electric permittiv-

ity, function of the piezoelectric material properties.

The second equation in (1) represents the electric charges

generated on the sensing beam electrodes via the direct ef-

fect of piezoelectricity. To measure these charges exper-

imentally, charge-voltage converters are usually required

using operational amplifier (see Fig.4). In ideal mode, up-

per and lower electrodes of the piezoelectric beam are con-

sidered to be shorted-circuit, so that zero-voltage Φb is

applied in (1). This assumption ensures that sensing and

actuation functions of piezoelectric beams are decoupled.

Figure 4: Basic electronic circuit for electric charges mea-

surements based on charge-voltage converter.

2.2.2 FE model of piezoelectric structures

The piezoelectric blocks’ matrices are calculated by the as-

sociation of corresponding beam matrices in the global co-

ordinate system of the structure. Each flexible structure is

then defined as a finite-dimensional linear system modelled

by:

Mgη̈g + Kgηg = Egu

yco = δ = Fgηg

yob = qg = Lgηg

(6)

The foregoing second-order differential matrix equations

represent the undamped dynamic behaviour of such a sys-

tem, where Mg and Kg are the structure’s mass and stiff-

ness matrices respectively, obtained by the assembly of the

matrices of all the blocks constituting the structure. Con-

sidering the integers p, s, and r, as respectively the num-

bers of DOFs of the structure, number of inputs (i.e. actu-

ators), and number of tip displacement outputs, ηg is then

the p × 1 nodal displacement vector and u is the s × 1 in-

put vector. The p × s input matrix Eg reflects the location

of the actuated DOFs, while yco is the r × 1 controlled

output vector representing the output tip displacement δ
through r × p output displacement matrix Fg. The third

equation expresses the electric charges (yob = qg) ob-

tained by the integrated sensing function from the direct

piezoelectric effect. It will serve as a static criterion maxi-

mizing the amount of sensing electric charges (see criterion

J2 in section 4.1). Note that Lg is the 1 × p single output

matrix indicating the placement of piezoelectric sensor in

the structure. Furthermore, it is important to note that con-

trolled output variable (yco) is not the observed output one

(yob), as in usual other microrobotic systems, where the

controlled tip of the piezocantilever is observed through

external sensor.



3 A New Criterion for Matching

Observability and High Control

Authority Optimization

In order to successfully achieve suitable dynamic open-

loop performances for further closed-loop control (see sec-

tion 3.3), an optimal topology design strategy is derived

taking into account control-observability criterion. The lat-

ter based on modal balanced gramians and observability

gramians interpretations will be defined to help optimally

integrating actuators and sensors in the microstructure. To

do so, the physical coordinate base representation (6) is

firstly transformed in the modal base to display the flexi-

ble modes. Then, we design an observer that will estimate

the flexible modes included in the state vector through the

measured electric charge vector qg on the sensing blocks

of our optimal device. Finally we propose to control the

output tip displacement δ through a state feedback correc-

tor.

3.1 Modal representation of flexible

structures

The harmonic solutions of the first equation in (6) give the

eigenvectors matrix Ψ and natural frequencies ωi of the

system. Details of the modal representation computation

is given in [4]. We then obtain:

z̈ + diag(2ξiωi)ż + diag(ω2
i )z = ΨtEgu

yco = δ = FgΨz

yob = qg = LgΨz

(7)

where z is the p × 1 modal displacement vector, and ξi is

the ith modal damping ratio introduced using Basil’s hy-

pothesis.

One interesting 2p × 1 state vector x typically used for

flexible structures, and whose advantages are revealed in

[10], consists of modal velocities and frequency-weighted

modal displacements:

x =
(

ż1 ω1z1 . . . żp ωpzp

)t
(8)

Since controlled and observed output vectors are not the

same, the modal state-space representation can be written

as follows:
ẋ = Ax + Bu,

yco = Ccox,

yob = Cobx.
(9)

which leads to two matrices triplets (A,B,Cco) and

(A,B,Cob) designating the control and observation state

space models respectively.

The matrices take the forms A = diag(A1, . . .Ap),
B = (Bt

1, . . .Bt
p)t, Cco = (Cco1

, . . .Ccop
), and Cob =

(Cob1
, . . .Cobp

), with, for i = 1, ..., p,

Ai =

[

−2ζiωi −ωi

ωi 0

]

(10)

Bi =

[

bi

0

]

(11)

Ccoi
=
[

0
ccoi

ωi

]

(12)

Cobi
=
[

0
cobi

ωi

]

(13)

where bi , ccoi
, and cobi

are the ith components of ΨtEg,

FgΨ and LgΨ respectively. Matrix A revolves around the

structural parameters (eigen frequencies and damping ra-

tio), whereas matrix B depends on the location of actuated

DOF, matrix Cco on the location of desired displacement

output, and matrix Cob on the location of integrated piezo-

electric sensors. Fig. 5 shows the control-observation dia-

gram principle to be applied at the end on our system.

Figure 5: Control-observation diagram for compliant

mechanism with integrated piezoactuator and piezosensor

where Fco and Kob are the control and observator gains

respectively.

3.2 Computation of the observability and

balanced gramians

Observability gramian (Wob) between state x and mea-

sured output qg is found to be convenient to characterize

the modes’ observability by the mean of electric charge

qg. Its energetic and geometric interpretations are demon-

strated in [5] and [11]. For stable A, Wob is obtained from

algebraic solution of following Lyapunov equation:

AtWob + WobA + Ct
obCob = 0 (14)

Assuming that the damping ratios are infinitely small and

the natural frequencies well spaced, which is widely ac-

cepted for flexible structures, the block diagonal forms of

(A,Cob) couple can be exploited to give closed-form ana-

lytical solution for the expression of the modal observabil-

ity gramian [12]. It is diagonal and equal to:

Wob = diag
(

Wob11
, . . . , Wobpp

)

(15)

with, for i = 1, ..., p,

Wobii
=

γqii

4ξiω
3
i

I2 = αiI2 (16)

where γqii
= ct

obi
cobi

, and I2 is the 2 × 2 identity ma-

trix. For a given mode (ξi, ωi), γqii
scalars represent the



way the ith mode is seen through the piezoelectric sensor

blocks.

On the other hand, the observer should be able to recon-

struct the dominant modes of δ/u transfer by measuring

qg (see Fig. 6). These dominant modes are symbolized by

high Hankel singular values (HSVs) defining the balanced

gramian Weδ of (A,B,Cco) system as follows:

Wcδ = Woδ = Weδ = diag (σi) (17)

where σi are the HSVs of the (A,B,Cco) system.

Note that balanced gramian is a useful tool for quantify-

ing the joint controllability and observability of the sys-

tem. It is shown that when the damping ratios decrease

to zero, the physical modal state coordinates are approx-

imately balanced in this asymptotic situation, and the ap-

proximate ith Hankel singular value for flexible structure

is given by [12]

σi =

√

ct
coi

ccoi
bib

t
i

4ξiω
2
i

(18)

HSV describes the degree of the corresponding modal

state’s input-output energy flow through the system.

Figure 6: Example of desired form of Control and Obser-

vation transfers.

3.3 A gramian-based criterion for optimal

placement of piezoelectric sensor within

a piezoelectric microactuator

Considering the statements made in Section 3.2, this kind

of active structures which are to be finely controlled are

confronted with two main issues:

1) A reduced model of the structure must be developed,

which includes the few dominant low frequency modes,

without destabilizing the system by rejecting the residual

modes (i.e. high roll-off after the dominant modes).

2) If the dominant modes are not all observed, the recon-

struction of δ̂ will not be guarenteed in an optimal way by

the observer.

As mentioned earlier, each piezostructure suggested in the

optimization procedure is evaluated according to the spec-

ified criteria. Hence, we developed a new criterion to help

overcome these two difficulties: the first problem is over-

come by forcing the optimal structure to have k first dom-

inant modes of the δ/u transfer in order to reduce the

model without the residual modes affecting it. Then, to

surmount the second problem, we guarantee a high-level of

observability of these dominant modes by means of electric

charge qg. It is thus presented by a procedure formulated

as follows:

If
σmin

i=1→k

σmax
j=k+1→p

≥ thv, (19)

then Jk,n,thv =
σmin

i=1→k

σmax
j=k+1→p

.
k
∑

i=1

αi

(

σi

σmax
j=1→k

)n

(20)

where k is the number of the first dominant modes spec-

ified by the designer, σmin
i=1→k and σmax

j=k+1→p are respec-

tively the level of the least dominant mode within the first

k and the level of the most dominant mode within the resid-

ual ones. thv is a threshold value specified by the designer.

Hence, the condition (19) represents the domination of the

k first modes by at least thv times compared to the residual

modes (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, in the numerical expres-

sion (20) of the criterion itself, αi =
γqii

4ξiω
3

i

corresponds

to the coefficient of the ith observability modal gramian

Wobii
.
(

σi
/

σMax
j

)n

is a weighing ratio ∈ [0,1]. When

the latter’s value is close to 1, the ith mode in question

is a dominant mode within the first k ones. Note that the

exponant n helps emphasizing the most dominant modes

by accelerating the convergence towards σMax
i . Thus, the

corresponding αi is privileged compared to other modes’

observability. In other words, by maximizing this criterion,

we privilege the modes where good observability of δ co-

incides with its dominant modes (Fig. 6). In this way, it

appears that the procedure given by (19) and (20) is able to

solve the problems mentioned above.

4 Optimal Synthesis of Monolithic

Piezoelectric Mechanism with

Integrated Actuator and Sensor

4.1 Optimization problem specifications

We consider here the optimal synthesis of a monolithic mi-

cromechanism with integrated actuator and sensor, made

of the piezoelectric material PIC151 from PI Piezo Ce-

ramic Technology [13].



The structure is considered to have a maximal size of

15mm × 18mm, and a constant thickness of 200µm. It

is defined to be made of either, passive, active or sensi-

tive blocks inside a 2 × 3 mesh (see Fig. 7). For the

optimal synthesis run, the number of active (resp. sensi-

tive) blocks in the structure, chosen among blocks given

in Fig. 1, will be allowed to vary between 1 and 4. The

size ratio of the blocks can vary as bmax/bmin ∈ [[1; 2]] and

amax/amin ∈ [[1; 2]] (see Fig. 7 for details about a and b pa-

rameters definitions). When external voltages are applied

to the actuating blocks’ electrodes, the chosen output node

of the structure has to move along the x-axis (see Fig. 7).

For evaluation of static mechanical criteria, the potential

difference between upper and lower face is taken equal to

200V . The number of blocked nodes is comprised between

1 and 3 among the locations permitted, which are reported

in Fig. 7.

Finally, three numerical criteria to be maximized simulta-

neously with FlexIn are:

• J1: free mechanical displacement δx at the output

node in x-direction,

• J2: amplitude of the sensing electric charges in-

duced on the piezoelectric blocks, numerically com-

puted by means of the third equation in (6),

• Jk,n,thv: modal observability of the mechanism out-

put δ by the observed sensitive blocks charges qg. In

this example, we chose k = 2, n = 2 and thv = 3.

Figure 7: Mesh of the PZT compliant micromechanism

with imposed and permitted boundary conditions. a and

b optimization parameters define the relative height and

width of the blocks.

4.2 Results and performances comparison

After setting the optimization to run, if during 200 sub-

sequent generations, the genetic algorithm does not find

new pseudo-optimal solutions, the optimization procedure

is automatically stopped, resulting into Pareto fronts such

as in Fig. 8, showing the best compromises kept. From

these fronts, the designer can chose the structure that is

most appropriate to his study. In our case, performances

of three selected pseudo-optimal solutions are compared

in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Pareto fronts of compliant mechanisms synthe-

sized using FlexIn.

Structure C exhibits the best output displacement (high-

est J1 value), whereas structure A has the best dynamic

characteristics (highest Jk,n,thv value). As for J2 crite-

rion, it is found to be essential in increasing the range of

electric charges induced on the piezoelectric sensor parts,

for quasi-static measurements. In fact, in the latter mode,

electric charges less than 10−9C require special electronic

circuits, because they desert the sensor surface as soon as

they are generated. Hence, even though the structures se-

lected do not have the best J2 values among all the pseudo

optimums, structures A and C present measurable charges

quantities, via circuits based on charge-voltage converters

as mentioned in section 2.2.1.

To illustrate the dynamic performances, bode diagrams of

control and observation transfers of the three structures are

presented in Fig. 10. The control authority of the first

k = 2 selected modes in the three structures is properly in-

sured by the criterion condition (19), as shown in Fig. 10.a.

As for Jk,n,thv value itself presented by (20), it symbolizes

significantly the same modes’ observability. In fact, as ex-

pected, structure C has the poorest observability, demon-

strated by a small peak in the amplitude of the observation

transfer qg/u of the second mode (see Fig. 10.b). For a

greater value of Jk,n,thv , structure B shows better observ-

ability of the first two modes. One problem remains: the

existence of the first anti-resonance complicates the com-

putation of modal representation and thus the control of

such structure via a state observer. Finally, structure A hav-

ing the highest Jk,n,thv value, it exhibits ideal observabil-

ity of the first two modes, as reported by the high amplitude

peaks of qg/u transfer (see Fig. 10.b).

5 Conclusion

A contribution to an existing optimal compliant mi-

cromechanisms design method has been presented in this

paper. In this method, structures monolithically machined,

composed of an assembly of building blocks made of PZT,

optimally integrate actuating and sensing blocks by means

of two new criteria: first, a static one, maximizing the

amount of electric charges induced on the sensor surfaces

via the direct piezoelectric effect; the second one is a

control-observation oriented gramian-based criterion, con-

sidering the open-loop dynamic control and observation

transfers’ performances of the structure.



Figure 9: FlexIn representation, 3D commercial simulation software representation and performances of the A, B and C

compliant structures.

Figure 10: Frequency responses of A, B and C struc-

tures of a) control transfer δ/u and b) observation transfer

qg/u.

In fact, for optimally integrating both actuation and sens-

ing functions in the structure, the second criterion implies

matching high control authority modes from the balanced

gramian matrix, with high observation ability from the ob-

servation gramian matrix.

An optimization problem is specified to illustrate the

mentioned methodology. The analysis of three resulting

pseudo-optimal solutions brings to satisfying conclusion:

the structures have good static characteristics due to J1 and

J2 criteria, but more importantly, a high value of Jk,n,thv

insures good observability of the selected dominant modes.

This successfully sought property will simplify the control

of such structures via state observer. A prototype of the

compliant pseudo-optimal micromechanism, structure A,

will be developed for experimental validations and control.
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